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THE DEATH OF CYRUS THE YOUNGER

The use made of Ctesias' Persica in Xenophon's Anabasis has been the subject of
much discussion.1 The death of Cyrus is one episode for which the sources are
relatively good, and a comparison of them can cast light upon Xenophon's method
of writing and his intentions.

Plutarch, in his Artaxerxes, rewrites Ctesias' version as follows:

Kvpos . . . rfXavvev els avTOv jSaaiAe'o TOV ITTTTOV, Kal avros ei's eKeivov, a^orepot
oiwnrj. . . . Kvpos 8' in' avrov itjaKovrioas Sid TOV dwpaKOS Zrpwoe TO OTTJBOS, oaov
ivSvuai 8vo SaKTvXovs TO aKOVTiov, neoeiv 8' airov vno Tqs nXjjyrjs dno TOV innov. . . .
[Kvpos] inatpofxevos 8i TTJ VIKT^ Kal P^CGTOS wv opyrjs Kal dpaaovs, 8i€^rjXavv€ fiowv
'E^LGTaoOe nevi^poi. TOOTO 8i nepoiGTi noXXaKis aiiTov fiowvros, ol p.iv i^ioTavro
npooKvvovvres, aiTOTTiTTTei Se TTJS KecfxiArjs iy Tidpa TOV Kvpov, Kal irapaTpexu>v yeavtas
IJepOfjs ovo/xa MiQpih6.Tf)s OLKOVTLW jSaAAei TOV KpOTa<f>ov avrov napa. TOV 6(j>8a\}i6v,
ayvocov OOTLS €IT]. . . . €LS OVV €K€CVOJV [Kavviwv] eToA/xTjaet' dyvocov i^OTTiadev fiaAeiv TOV
Kvpov OLKOVTIW. TTJS Se TT€pl TTjv lyvvav cf>Aef$6s dvappayelar/s, ireowv 6 Kvpos a/xa train
TtpOS TlVi XtdiO TOV T€Tp(x}{l€VOV KpOTa<j>OV, Kal a.7To8vT]O~K€l.

Cyrus rode against the King himself, and the King against him, both without a word. . . . But
Cyrus threw his spear at the King and wounded him in the chest through the thorax, so that the
weapon sank in two fingers deep, and the King fell from his horse with the blow.. . . But [Cyrus]
lifted up by his victory, and full of passion and confidence, rode on through his foes, crying out,
'Clear the way, you beggars!' Thus he cried out many times, in Persian, and they cleared the way,
and made him their obeisance. But Cyrus' tiara fell from his head, and a young Persian,
Mithridates by name, running to his side, struck the side of his forehead beside the eye with his
spear, not knowing who he was. . . . Accordingly, one of them [Caunians], not knowing who
Cyrus was, ventured to smite him from behind with his spear. The vein at the back of Cyrus'
knee was ruptured and he fell, and at the same time struck his wounded temple against a stone,
and so died. (B. Perrin, trans, modified)

Xenophon writes, in his Anabasis:

ivda Srj Kvpos Seiaas ftrj oiriaQev yevo^ievos [UpTa^ep^Tjs] KaTaKoifir) TO 'EXXT/VLKOV
eAavvei OLVTIOS' . . . cos 8' ij T/DOTTIJ iyevero, StacnreipovTai Kal ol Kvpov e^a/cdaioi eis TO
S 6pfjiij(javT€sr nXrjv navv oXlyoi d̂ x< '̂ avrov KaTeAetyOrjoav, o^eSov ol

p e ^ o i KaXovjievoi. ovv TOVTOIS Se wv Kadopa jSaaiAe'a Kal TO dfuf)' eKtivov OTicf>os'
al €V0vs OVK "qveaxtTo, dXX' ZITTUJV TOV dvSpa 6pu> IZTO in' avrov Kal naUi wrara TO

OTepvov Kal TirpcuGKei 8td TOV 8wpaK0s, (Ls <f>v]Oi Kryjolas 6 larpos, Kal laodai avTos TO
rpavfid tjyrjoi. nalovra 8' avrov aKovTi^ei TIS 7raATai VTTO TOV 6<j>8aXfidv jStai'ajy Kal
ivravBa fxaxofxevoi Kal jSamAeus Kal Kvpos Kal ol dix<f>' avrovs vnip fKarepov, onoooi
[lev TCOV d[i<f>l fiaoiXea diredvtjaKov KT~qoias Aeyei" Trap' €K€tvu) yap riv Kvpos Se avTos
T€ aTr48av€ Kal OKTW OL aptOTOi rwv nepl avrov €K€IVTO eir' avTih, J^pTaTTaT^qs 8* o
TTKJTOTaTOS aUTOJ TWV OK7]7TT0V)(WV depOLTTlOV XeytTCit, eTT€i8rj TTCTTTLOKOTa t l S t KvpOV,

KaTamrfS-qoas dno TOV I'mrov Trepnreoeiv airw. Kal ol jx€v tpaoi fiaoiXea KeXevaai Tiva
€7TtCTî dfai auTOv Kvpco, ol 8' iavTOv inia^>d^aodai airaodpievov TOV aKtvaKyv ei'^e yap

1 See, for example, H. R. Breitenbach, 'Xenophon', REIXA, 2 (Stuttgart, 1967), 1569-2052; J.
M. Bigwood, 'The ancient accounts of the battle of Cunaxa', AJP 104 (1983), 340-57; F. Jacoby,
'Ctesias', RE XI, 2 (Stuttgart, 1922), 2032-73; G. CawkwelPs introduction to R. Warner (trans.),
Xenophon: The Persian Expedition (London, 1972); and most recently O. Lendle, Kommentar zu
Xenophons Anabasis (Darmstadt, 1995), 74-5.

2 FGrH6%& F 20 = Plu. Art. 11; B. Perrin (trans.), Plutarch's Lives XI (London, 1926), 148-53.
All references in this paper to Ctesias are to this passage unless otherwise specified.
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Xpvoovv Kal arpeTTTOV S' i<f>6pei Kal t/ieXia Kal TaXXa cooirep 01 apiaroi Tlepacov €T€TI/UIJTO
yOLp V7T0 KvpOV S i ' €VVOldv T€ Kal TnOTOTTfTO..

Thereupon Cyrus, fearing lest he [Artaxerxes] might get in the rear of the Greek troops and cut
them to pieces, charged to meet him; . . . But when they [Artaxerxes' six thousand cavalry]
turned to flight, Cyrus' six hundred, setting out in pursuit, became scattered also, and only a
very few were left about him, chiefly his so-called table companions. While attended by these
only, he caught sight of the King and the compact body around him; and immediately he did
not endure it, but saying 'I see the man', rushed upon him and struck him in the breast and
wounded him through his breastplate, as Ctesias the physician says, adding also that he himself
healed the wound. While Cyrus was delivering his stroke, however, someone hit him a hard blow
under the eye with a javelin; and the men fighting there were the King and Cyrus and the
attendants who supported each of them. The number that fell on the King's side is stated by
Ctesias, who was with him; on the other side, Cyrus himself was killed and eight of the noblest
of his attendants fell on him. Of Artapates, the one among Cyrus' chamberlains who was his
most faithful follower, it is told that when he saw Cyrus fallen, he leaped down from his horse
and threw his arms about him. And one report is that the King ordered someone to slay him
upon the body of Cyrus, while others say that he drew his dagger and slew himself with his own
hand; for he had a dagger of gold, and he also wore a necklace and bracelets and all the other
ornaments that the noblest Persians wear; for he had been honoured by Cyrus because of his
goodwill and trustworthiness. (C. L. Brownson, trans, modified)3

The version of Deinon is recorded by Plutarch thus:

elaeXdoas jSiauos 6 Kvpos els TOVS npoTerayfievovs TOV flaoiXecos KartTpwoev avTov TOV
"mrov, 6 8' antppvi}' Typifid^ov Se avaflaXovTOS avTov in' aXXov ITTTTOV Ta\i> /cat
elnovros, TQ /SaaiAeu, jxep-vrjoo TTJS rjfj.epas TavrrjS' ov yap dijia AIJ#T)S tori, irdXiv 6
Kvpos evaelaas TCO ITTTTW KareftaXe TOV ApTo£epi;r]v. npos Se TTJV rpirrfv ineXaaiv
S 6 flaotXevs, Kal elircov -wpos TOW napovras ilis fleXTiov eon JXTJ £TJV,

TUJ Kvptp 7rpo7T€Tcbs Kal direpiOKeTrrcos els ivavrta fleXf) <j>epofj,€vtx). Kal
j fxiv aVTOS OLKOVTIOJ, fidXXovoi S' ol irepl avTov. iriTTTei S* o Kvpos, cos l^ev eViot
Xeyovoi, 7rXrjy€ls VTTO TOV |3aatAea>?, cos S' erepot Tives, Kapos dvdpconov naTa^avTos . . .

Cyrus charged furiously into those drawn up in front of the King, and wounded the King's
horse, and the King fell to the ground; but Tiribazus quickly mounted him upon another horse,
saying, 'O King, remember this day, for it deserves not to be forgotten'; whereupon Cyrus again
plunged in and dismounted Artaxerxes. But at his third assault the King, being enraged, and
saying to those who were with him that death was better, rode out against Cyrus, who was
rushing out of control and thoughtlessly upon the missiles of his opponents. The King himself
hit him with a spear, and he was hit by the attendants of the King. Thus Cyrus fell, as some say,
by a wound at the hands of the King, but as some others have it, from the blow of a Carian.

(B. Perrin, trans, modified)4

Ctesias, who claimed to have been part of Artaxerxes' entourage during the battle
of Cunaxa, appears to have based his account upon eye-witness reports at the time of
the battle. His twenty-three book Persica was written some time after 397.5

Xenophon certainly knew Ctesias' work. Just when he wrote the Anabasis is a
matter of controversy, but it definitely post-dates Ctesias' Persica. It was reasonable

3 FGrH 688 F 21 = Xen. An. 1.8.24-9; C. L. Brownson (trans.), Xenophon Anabasis (London,
1992), 78-81.

4 FGrH 690 F 17 = Plu. Art. 10; Perrin (n. 2), 146-9. All references in this paper to Deinon are
to this passage unless otherwise specified.

5 Ctesias left the court as a messenger from Artaxerxes II to Evagoras and Conon (FGrH 688
F 30; FGrH 688 F 32; Plu. Art. 21.1-3). These negotiations apparently began in the summer of
397, after Dercylidas' truce with Pharnabazus (DS 14.39.2; cf. 38. 3 with Xen. Hell. 3.2.20). The
campaign proper opened in 396 after a build-up of forces in Cilicia (Philochorus, FGrH 328 F
144/5; Xen. Hell. 3.4.1). On the chronology of these events, see D. M. Lewis, Sparta and Persia
(Leiden, 1977), 140-1 with n. 41; S. Hornblower, 'Persia', in D. M. Lewis, J. Boardman, S.
Hornblower, and M. Ostwald (edd.), CAH2 vol. 6, The Fourth Century B.C. (Cambridge, 1994), 67.
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for him to have used Ctesias, since he was not an eye-witness to Cyrus' death. At that
time he was in hot pursuit with the victorious Greeks. Ctesias accordingly is cited
twice. The first reference is in relation to the wounding of Artaxerxes (discussed
below), and the second refers to Ctesias for the number killed by Cyrus and his
attendants. Xenophon also makes anonymous reference to a source for details of the
deaths of Artagerses, Artapates, and later Menon.6 Xenophon, of course, had his own
perspective. He was a great admirer of Cyrus the Younger, praising him in his
encomium as the most kingly and the most worthy to rule ({SaoiXiKwraros re /ecu
apxeiv a£ia)TaTos) of all the Persians who had been born since Cyrus the Elder (An.
1.9.1). Having risked trouble with the Athenians by accompanying a Persian who had
actively assisted the Spartans, it was also in his best interests to portray Cyrus the
Younger in a good light (An. 3.1.4-7).

Deinon wrote his Persica some considerable time after Ctesias and Xenophon had
composed the passages under discussion. There is a fair probability that Deinon's
version reflected Persian court tradition, that is, stories which originated from the
Achaemenid ruling class.7 It is impossible to tell how soon after the battle of Cunaxa
such stories began to circulate. However, Plutarch has recorded the early retribution
visited upon those who would not accept the role assigned to them by Artaxerxes.8

This indicates that an official court version was developing soon after the battle.
Deinon gives two anonymous versions of the identity of Cyrus' killer. Probably
Deinon, conscious of Ctesias' account of the battle, has attempted to present a
credible alternative. Deinon's account, although late, illustrates a version of events of
which Xenophon seems to have been aware, as his description of the death of Cyrus
demonstrates (see discussion below). This makes Xenophon and Deinon beneficiaries
of the same tradition, with Xenophon a much earlier recipient.

It is difficult to assess the extent of Xenophon's awareness of this developing court
tradition. There was certainly contact between the Greeks and Ariaeus, Tissaphernes,
and their armies in the period between the battle of Cunaxa and the arrest of the
generals. Tissaphernes had been in regular contact with Artaxerxes, and had

6 The dating of the Anabasis is controversial. Internal evidence, particularly 5.3.4-13, suggests
that it was written when Xenophon was resident in Corinth after 369. Xenophon's references
to Ctesias at 1.8.26-7 can hardly be a later gloss, as suggested by F. Diirrbach, 'L'apologie de
Xenophon dans VAnabase', REG 6 (1893), 343-86, at 363^1. Bigwood (n. 1), 348 considers
that Xenophon is implying at 1.8.27 that he does not believe the figure given by Ctesias, but this
is a device which enables Xenophon to imply that the number was large without actually giving a
definite figure.

Aeyerat occurs at Xen. An. 1.8.24 regarding Artagerses' death, 1.8.28 concerning Artapates'
death, and 2.6.29 referring to the death of Menon the Thessalian. Xenophon uses Xeyercu on
eleven occasions in the Anabasis. Apart from the three references mentioned, only one other
reference is to events at the time of the march up country. At 1.2.14 Xenophon reports that it was
said the Cilician queen asked Cyrus to exhibit the army. This would presumably have been a
record of gossip circulating in the camp at the time. There are three instances which relate to
Persian history: 1.2.9 Xerxes' palace, 3.4.11 Medea the king's wife, and 3.5.15 Ecbatana. Three
references are concerned with myth: 1.2.8 Apollo flayed Marsayas, 1.2.13 Midas caught the satyr,
and 6.2.2 Heracles and Hades. At 5.7.7 Xenophon refers to a common saying.

7 R. B. Stevenson, 'Fourth century Greek historical writing about Persia in the period between
the accession of Artaxerxes II Mnemon and that of Darius III (404-336 B.C.)', D.Phil. Thesis
(Oxford, 1985), at 116-17, 186-7. Cf. id., 'Lies and invention in Deinon's Persica', in H. Sancisi-
Weerdenburg and A. Kuhrt (edd.), Achaemenid History II—The Greek Sources—Proceedings of
the Groningen 1984 Achaemenid History Workshop (Leiden, 1987), 27-35, at 29-31.

8 Plut. Art. 14 states that Artaxerxes wished people to think that he himself had killed Cyrus,
and chapters 14-16 = FGrH 688 F 26 describe the punishment of Mithridates and the Carian for
claiming that they had inflicted the fatal injuries.
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demonstrated his loyalty. He would have been a willing disseminator of court
propaganda, particularly material useful for the destabilizing and demoralizing of the
Greeks. The thought that their leader had died futilely wounding a horse, as opposed
to almost succeeding in his attempt by valiantly wounding the Great King, would have
contributed to the effort to demoralize the Cyreans.9

Ctesias, having escaped from the Persian court, was free to write whatever he
wished. His version is likely to have recorded more accurately what took place at
Cunaxa, and thus represents a refutation of the court tradition. If the rumour that
Artaxerxes had been wounded circulated at the time, Ctesias' version would simply
have confirmed what Xenophon had heard. The occasions on which Xenophon rejects
Ctesias' account are therefore extremely significant.

Xenophon states that Artaxerxes was wounded by Cyrus and supports that claim
by referring to Ctesias, who said that he had treated the wound. This is apparently
contradicted by Deinon, whose version is that Cyrus wounded Artaxerxes' horse. In
all probability, Deinon was drawing on the court tradition which seems to have
originated around Artaxerxes shortly after Cunaxa. In that case, Xenophon has
demonstrated his awareness of it and refuted it in order to defend Cyrus against the
charge of behaving recklessly and, in consequence, making a futile throw (An.
1.8.26-8).

Xenophon has chosen to use the version Deinon recorded, rather than that of
Ctesias, for the immediate circumstances of Cyrus' death. He writes that Cyrus was
killed at the time of the encounter with Artaxerxes, and the possibility that it was the
king who was responsible for his death is left open. Specifically, Xenophon's
words (KO.1 ivravda fj-axo/xevoi) exclude Ctesias' version of a later encounter with
Mithridates. The detail of the single blow, however, is that described by Ctesias. This
produces a version more flattering to Cyrus, because to have been killed by Artaxerxes
would have been the most honourable kind of death (An. 1.8.27).

Xenophon has accepted Ctesias' account that Cyrus died of a head wound, pre-
sumably acknowledging Ctesias' authority on this point. At first sight his account of
Cyrus' wounding coheres with Ctesias' version, in which the javelin struck rov
Kp6ra<f>ov avTov irapa rov 6tj>9a\[i6v. However, Ctesias locates the wound quite
specifically on the temple, whereas Xenophon has changed it to imo TOV 6<j)daXfj,6v, a
superficially unnecessary alteration (An. 1.8.27).10 imo with the accusative of place
means 'under' and cannot mean 'beside', as further examples from Xenophon's works
show." A javelin thrust under the eye would probably have knocked Cyrus backwards
off his horse, without necessarily killing him.12 The passage again looks like apol-
ogetic, to defend Cyrus against allegations of recklessness.

Xenophon mentioned at Anabasis 1.8.6 that Cyrus' six hundred horsemen wore
helmets, but that Cyrus himself went into the battle ipiX-qv q u v TTJV Kt^aAijv.
Xenophon has sought to muddy the waters here. It seems to have been common
practice for commanders to remain bare-headed until they were on the point of battle,

9 Contact between the Greeks and Ariaeus, Tissaphernes, and their armies, Xen. An. 2.1.3-5,
2.1.7-23, 2.2.1-2, 2.2.8-12, 2.3.1-2.4.2, 2.4.9-2.4.22, 2.5.2, 2.5.27; Tissaphernes' loyalty, An.
1.2.4-5,1.8.9.

10 Joan Bigwood, 'Ctesias of Cnidus', Ph.D. Thesis (Harvard, 1964), 170 notes that one of
Ctesias' characteristics is the care he takes in describing the precise location of wounds.

" LSJ9 pp. 1874-5. There are over twenty-five examples of imo with the accusative of place in
Xenophon, e.g. An. 1.10.14; Hell. 6.2.31; Cyr. 1.5.3; Ages. 1.23; Oec. 18.5.

12 T. W. Africa, 'The one-eyed man against Rome: an exercise in euhemerism', Historia 19
(1970), 528-38, at 528-9.
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as Alexander's actions at Gaugamela indicate (Plu. Alex. 32.8). The Anabasis account
deliberately leaves it open to speculation whether Cyrus was bare-headed throughout
the episode (a refutation of Ctesias' account, discussed below), or whether he put a
helmet on just before the battle (and so could have been wounded as discussed below).
Xenophon's primary intention in this passage was to refute Ctesias' claim that Cyrus
was wearing a tiara, and the implications which flow from that. The juxtaposition of
Kvpov and Kvpos makes his statement emphatic. In Xenophon's account Cyrus
behaves impeccably. Yet there is little doubt that Ctesias was right in stating that
Cyrus wore the soft leather tiara.13

The Persians were making obeisance to Cyrus, until the tiara fell off. I suggest that
in the dark they mistook Cyrus for Artaxerxes II. If this is correct, not only was Cyrus
wearing a tiara, but he was wearing it upright, the prerogative of the Great King. This
explanation makes sense of the importance Ctesias attaches to the tiara, by his specific
reference to it falling off. It explains why the Persians were making obeisance to Cyrus
when he was wearing the tiara, and why Mithridates attacked him once it had come
off. Xenophon's deliberately vague portrayal of Cyrus as being bare-headed, leaving
the option that he remained so or put a helmet on later, takes on added significance.14

A wound on the temple could have been avoided if Cyrus had been wearing a
helmet. By writing of an injury under the eye, rejecting the account of the physician
Ctesias, Xenophon portrays Cyrus as being wounded where a javelin could have struck
if he had been wearing a helmet, rather than being bare-headed because his tiara had
fallen off.15

Plutarch epitomizes both Ctesias and Deinon's comments that Cyrus behaved
recklessly and thoughtlessly during the battle.16 It is as part of his attempt to refute
these allegations that Xenophon goes to such effort to reject Ctesias' assertion that
Cyrus was wearing the tiara. On examination, though, this effort merely serves to
reinforce the veracity of Ctesias' account.

In his description of the wounding of Cyrus, Xenophon clearly wished to portray
the young prince as a wise and good leader. He carefully explains the reason for Cyrus'
attack on Artaxerxes (An. 1.8.24), emphasizing the point that he was in fact acting out
of concern for the Greek mercenaries. Xenophon's reason for doing so was to
highlight Cyrus' rational and practical assessment of the situation on the battlefield.
His good judgement, highlighted in the Artapates episode (discussed below), supports
the idea that he was a leader who made correct decisions. Unfortunately, Plutarch has
not noted what Ctesias and the court tradition recorded by Deinon had to say about
Cyrus' decision to attack. Plutarch's account begins following the death of Artagerses.

Xenophon's choice of language reflects his desire to depict Cyrus as a leader who
was in control of himself. The two citations of Ctesias at this point in the narrative are

13 Cf. the Scholia to Xen. An. 1.8.6 directing attention to Hdt. 3.12, which indicates that the
Persians traditionally wore tiaras, and 7.61, where Herodotus describes Persian armour as
including the tiara.

14 Plutarch epitomizes Ctesias' comment (FGrff 688 F 20 = Plu. Art. 11) that it was dark and
Cyrus' enemies did not recognize him and his friends could not find him; Xen. An. 2.5.23 T-qv p,iv
yap iwi rfi Kt(f>a.\rj ridpav jSaaiAef fiovw e^eariv opB-qv £xilv • • •'•< ^'u- Them. 29.7-8.

See too the description of the death of Masistius in Hdt. 9.22. The Greeks were unable to
kill the Persian cavalry commander because of his thorax of golden scales. When someone
noticed what they were doing, he struck Masistius in the eye (naUi \uv is TOV 6<f>SaXjxov).
Masistius was presumably wearing a helmet as well as his golden thorax.

16 A variant reading of Plu. Art. 11, Plutarch's epitome of Ctesias, has Cyrus beards cuv
6pp.rjs Kal dpdaovs 'full of impetuosity and confidence'. Whichever reading is chosen, Ctesias'
comment is that Cyrus behaved recklessly.
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part of the same process. The emphasis is upon rationality, control, and a simple
reporting of facts, just as the focus of the narrative was rational and controlled. After
Cyrus' six hundred had set off in pursuit of Artaxerxes' six thousand, Xenophon
states that Cyrus did not endure (the sight of the King) (OVK rjveoxero) and saying 'I
see the man' (elnujv T6v av8pa opoS), rushed (Zero) upon the King and inflicted the
chest wound (An. 1.8.25-6).n Ctesias' version is that Cyrus and Artaxerxes charged at
each other in silence. Cyrus' friend Ariaeus cast his javelin first, but missed Artaxerxes,
who then aimed at Cyrus, but killed Satiphernes, another of Cyrus' friends, instead.
Xenophon, however, suppresses the reference to Artaxerxes charging to meet Cyrus.
He also makes no mention of anyone else throwing a javelin first. In his version, Cyrus
alone takes the initiative and attacks.18

When writing of Cyrus' instruction to Clearchus to attack the enemy's centre,
Xenophon employs the verb 'shouted' (e'/Sda), and he uses 'shouted out' (dvajSoiyaoj)
when Abradatas charges into battle in the Cyropaedia (An. 1.8.12; Cyr. 7.1.29).
Xenophon's choice of the very restrained 'saying' (elndiv) at Anabasis 1.8.26 is a
further attempt to imply that Cyrus was both in control of himself and understood his
position. Once Artaxerxes was dead, Cyrus would have been King, and the danger
past.19 Xenophon writes skilfully, and it is easy to forget that the words and motives he
attributes to Cyrus here are highly unlikely to have been heard or known by any
survivor because, as he says, most if not all of the companions died with Cyrus (An.
1.8.27,1.9.31).

The words OVK rfviax^To are of interest, having connotations of a man being
provoked beyond the limits of his endurance, rather than impetuously losing control.
Xenophon uses dve'x"> in referring to physical as well as mental stamina, but when he
combines it with a negative, it almost always refers to a response to intense provoca-
tion. Herodotus also uses dve'xoi with the negative primarily in this sense.20 Cyrus held
Artaxerxes in contempt, as the letter he is said to have written to the Spartans and his
comments to the soothsayer Silanus indicate (Plu. Art. 6; Xen. An. 1.7.18). By his
use of OVK rfveaxero Xenophon seems to be implying that for Cyrus the fact that
Artaxerxes actually dared to take the field against him was a provocation which could
not humanly be endured. Again, despite Xenophon's endeavours, this appears to
confirm Ctesias and Deinon's statements that Cyrus was behaving recklessly and
thoughtlessly.

It is significant that Xenophon does not, in fact, describe the death of Cyrus, but
comments in some detail upon that of Artapates. According to Jacoby,21 Xenophon
was obviously not following Ctesias closely. If he had been, he would have included
only the version of Artapates' death which Ctesias knew, instead of two alternatives.

17 Xenophon often uses the middle form of TTJ/̂ I with a meaning of 'to attack' or 'to rush
upon', e.g. An. 1.5.8, 3.4.41,4.2.7, etc.

18 Xenophon places Ariaeus on Cyrus' left wing and not in the centre with Cyrus at all (An.
1.8.5); cf. Diodorus Siculus' contracted version at 14.23.5. There, both men charged at each other,
ajp/*T)(jav €77-' aWrjAovs. This seems to have been (ultimately) derived from Ctesias, whether it
was transmitted by way of the Oxyrhynchus Historian as well as Ephorus, or Ephorus alone. On
this point see H. D. Westlake, 'Diodorus and the expedition of Cyrus', Phoenix 41 (1987), 241-54
= Studies in Thucydides and Greek History (Bristol, 1989), 260-73.

" In fact Ctesias' version, in which following the wounding of Artaxerxes most of his followers
fled, supports this idea.

20 For dve'xw with the negative in Xenophon see An. 5.6.34, 7.7.47; Hell. 4.8.4, 6.5.28, 6.5.49;
and Cyr. 8.4.16. Hdt., e.g. 1.80, 1.207, 1.169, 3.127, and 5.89. Thucydides has one occurrence of
avexw with the negative (3.28.2), and it too has a meaning of mental endurance.

21 Jacoby (n. 1), 2067.
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However, it is not in fact known whether this was described by Ctesias, or whether
there was a court version which Deinon later recorded, so Jacoby's inference is
unsupported. But for Xenophon the death of Artapates was important. It serves three
purposes.

Firstly, it demonstrates emphatically, but elegantly, that Cyrus'judgement was true,
in that he was able to select loyal followers. Artapates is characterized as 'the most
trustworthy of Cyrus' sceptre-bearers'. Xenophon intends attention here to be centred
on the concept of trustworthiness and on Cyrus' judgement. The description of
Artapates'jewellery allows Xenophon to keep Cyrus indirectly in focus by referring in
yet another way to Artapates' relationship to him. The use of words with similar
meanings (here evvoiav and TnaTOT^ra) is also a technique he employs to add weight
to ideas he considers important. This is confirmed by his placement of evvoiav re /cat
TnoTOTryra as the last words in the section, producing a 'punchline effect' which causes
the reader to review the episode. Cyrus had judged this man correctly, implying that
his judgement in other circumstances was also accurate (Xen. An. 1.8.28).22

Secondly, Xenophon uses language which equates Artapates' death with an act
of sacrifice. In writing of the murder or suicide of Artapates, Xenophon twice uses
forms of eTna<j>dt,(D, which has a primary meaning of 'to slaughter over or upon',
referring especially to sacrifices at a tomb {An. 1.8.29).23 He employs this verb on
only two other occasions, both in the Cyropaedia and in connection with sacrificing
animals to honour Abradatas, who had been killed by the Egyptians.24 In the Anabasis
Xenophon's utilization of such a verb twice in the same sentence—once in the active
(eTno<f>d£cu) and once in the middle voice with an intensifying reflexive (iavrov
emo^dtjaodai)25—stresses the high standing in which he believed Cyrus should be
held, by implying that the death of Artapates was like a sacrifice. Cyrus' status is
thereby enhanced, because sacrifices are usually made to heroes and gods. The
sacrifice was the ultimate tribute of loyalty to the status which Xenophon suggests was
Cyrus' due.

Thirdly, this passage seems to have been modelled upon Herodotus 1.45, where the
language as well as the storyline are similar. There Adrastus, a Phrygian exile whom
Croesus had ordered to protect his son Atys, accidentally kills Atys. Adrastus orders
the sorrowing King to kill him (Adrastus) over the corpse (€TnKa.Tao<f>d£ai fiiv
KtXevcDv Tw veKpu>), but Croesus felt compassion for him and refused, saying that a
god was to blame. Later Adrastus killed himself upon Atys' grave (iniKaTaocfrd^ei TW

22 Xenophon mentions Artapates in only one other episode (1.6.11). There he is also
characterized as 'the most trustworthy of Cyrus' sceptre-bearers'. V. J. Gray, The Character of
Xenophon's Hellenica (London, 1989), 22 discusses this 'punchline' effect. For Xenophon's use of
repetition for emphasis see ibid., 89; The idea that Cyrus'judgement was accurate is carried over
into the encomium which follows immediately {An. 1. 9.1-31).

23 M. W. Mather and J. W. Hewitt (edd.), Xenophon Anabasis Books / - /K (Oklahoma, 1962),
291;LSJ'p. 663.

24 Xen. Cyr. 7.3.7 (€Tna^xj.y€iT)) anAl.i.W (e'Tnu^ayrJaeTcu), cf. 7.1.32.
25 The reading eavrov would seem to be correct. Some have suggested that the intensive

pronoun should be read instead (avTov), but the reflexive pronoun with a middle voice verb
appears consistent with classical usage and a change is not obviously required. On this point, see
B. Goodall, 'The reflexive pronoun in Xenophon's Anabasis and Hellenica', California Studies in
Classical Antiquity 9 (1977), 41-59, at 45, n. 17.

26 H d t . 1.45.4 a n d 1.45.18, cf. 1.35. emKaTaocfxiCu) occurs in H e r o d o t u s only in these two
passages, and at Hellanicus FGrH 4 F 155. The verb em<7^d£aj is only used by Xenophon at
An. 1.8.28-9 and Cyr. 7.3.7, 11 (see below) and is otherwise rare. For the more general issue, see
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Xenophon's two versions are introduced as different reports about the death of
Artapates (01 /J.<F'V <j>aai... ol 8"). When he saw that Cyrus was dead, Artapates leapt
down from his horse and fell upon the corpse (nepnTeaeiv avrw). In the first version,
it is the King who is said to have ordered someone to kill Artapates (/WiAe'a KeXevoai
nva iTna<j>a^aL ainov Kvpw). This is a deliberate contrast to the grief-stricken father,
Croesus, who spared the life of the murderer of his beloved son, exhibiting the prized
moral virtue of (^iXavdpwrria, with the vengeance-seeking brother, Artaxerxes II, who
had his brother's attendant killed. Xenophon implies that Artaxerxes lacked
fiiXavdpanrCa. There is, too, a pointed contrast between Artapates, the attendant
who had proved himself to be the most trustworthy sceptre-bearer of Cyrus, and
Artaxerxes, the King who was to prove himself most untrustworthy to the Greeks.
Xenophon's alternative version is that Artapates, having drawn his sword, killed
himself over the corpse, just as Adrastus did (eavrov eina^a^aadaC). This raises the
question of Artapates' feelings of guilt over the death of Cyrus, and suggests that the
sacrifice could have been an act of atonement.

THE MYSTERY OF THE e^iWios -nlXos

The passages referring to the e^iWeioy TTIXOS all derive ultimately from Ctesias.

. . . anoTTtTTTei Se rrjs K€<f>aXi]s rj Tidpa TOV Kvpov. Kal Traparpexwv pj
ovofx.a MidpiSarrjs aKovTiw fidXAei. TOV KpoTa(f>ov avTov napa TOV 6(f>8aXfiov, ayvowv
Sons eiij. TTOXV 8e aifia TOV Tpavp-aros €KpaX6vTOS lAiyyidaay /cat KapcoBels 6 Kvpos
eTreae. Kal 6 p,ev ITTTTOS VTrei«j>vywv eVAd^eTo, TOV 8' i(j>(Tnreiov rrlXov airoppvivTa

ei TOV TOV Kvpov fiaXovros axoXovBos aXp.aTos •nepi-nXtco.

. . . But Cyrus' tiara fell from his head, and a young Persian, Mithridates by name, running to
his side, struck the side of his forehead beside the eye with his spear, not knowing who he was.
Much blood gushed from the wound, and Cyrus, stunned and giddy, fell to the ground. His
horse escaped and wandered about the field, but the i^imreios TUAO?, which had fallen off, was
captured by the attendant of the man who had struck Cyrus, and it was full of blood.27

cos ApTO^fp^r/s Scupa eSwKe TWI iveyKavTi TOT Kvpov mXov

How Artaxerxes gave gifts to the one who brought Cyrus' 77-fAoy.28

. . . olop,€vos Se K<xl fiovX6(j,€vos doxeiv Kal Aeyeiv 7rd^Ta? dvdpoi-novs dis GLVTOS OLTT€KT6VOI
Kvpov, MiOpiSaTT] re To> flaXovTi TTpioTtu Kvpov e^cVejui/fe Scopa Kal Xeyeiv e/ceAeuae TOVS
SiBovras tl>s TOVTOLS oe Tip.q 6 fiaoiXtvs OTL TOV i<f>iTT7Teiov Kvpov TTLXOV €vpwv
avr/veyKa;'

Moreover, believing, and wishing all men to think, and say, that he [Artaxerxes] had killed
Cyrus with his own hand, he sent gifts to Mithridates, the one who first hit Cyrus, and ordered

D. H. Pomp. 4.1, who believed that Xenophon's Cyropaedia, Anabasis, and Hellenica were
influenced by Herodotus rather than Thucydides. Similarities between passages in Herodotus
and Xenophon's works have been noted by, for example, Gray (n. 29), 6, and S. W. Hirsch, The
Friendship of the Barbarians—Xenophon and the Persian Empire (Hanover and London, 1985),
77-8. Gray comments at p. 67 that it is typically Herodotean to give two versions of a story
without expressing an opinion as to which version the writer believes to be correct.

27 FGrH688 F 20 = Plu. Art. 11; Perrin (n. 2), 151 (modified).
28 FGr//688F16.
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the bearers of the gifts to say: 'This is your reward from the King because you found and
brought to him Cyrus' i(f>iTnreios iriXos.'29

Kal 6 ^napafii^Tjs eTTifAeiSidoas - - • e u r e v . . . ri Xafxirpov, <L T&V, rj fA.eya, rriXov evp€iv

imrov TrepippvivTO. Kal rovrov d v l

Here Sparamizes smiled at him [Mithridates] and said ' . . . What great or brilliant exploit was it,
my good fellow, to find a horse's niXos that had slipped off, and bring it to the King?'30

ilneu ovv pr) Karaoxdjv ' Y^tls fiev, o Tt fiovXeoBe, rriXovs Atyere Kal <f>Xvdpovs . . .

Accordingly, Mithridates threw away constraint and said: 'You can talk as you please about
TTLXOI and such nonsense . . .'3i

The term ((pimreios niXos only occurs in Plutarch's Artaxerxes, where he draws on
Ctesias, and it is usually translated 'saddle-cloth'.32 That is indubitably the sense of the
neuter substantive, ifamriov, which is used frequently by Greek authors and is carried
over into Latin.33 However, the combination icftimreios mAo? is unique to Plutarch. It
could conceivably refer to a felt saddle-cloth, given that the primary sense of TTIXOS is
'felt'. By metonymy, the word is applied to items made out of felt, such as a cap, shoes,
mat, or cuirass. At Cyropaedia 5.5.7 Xenophon uses niXos to refer to Median rugs
(Mr)8iKu>v nlXwv), and it is highly probable that felt was used for saddle-cloths. But
the most frequent meaning of niXos, almost invariable in Plutarch, is a cap or helmet,
and in Antiphanes' Hippeis we find TTIXOS in the sense of helmet alongside and distinct
from i<f>imnov, with its usual meaning of saddle-cloth.34 That suggests that the
combination refers to some type of horses' headgear rather than a felt blanket used as
a saddle-cloth.

The possibility must be considered that what Ctesias was referring to was Cyrus'
headgear. Herodotus considered that the Persian tiara was a type of TT£AOS.35 However,
Plutarch is quite specific. When he refers, in his rewriting of Ctesias' version, to Cyrus'
headgear, he uses the word ndpa. In describing the object which was taken to
Artaxerxes, he writes tcpimreios viXos. In fact, Plutarch describes the ndpa as having
fallen off prior to the blow from Mithridates. Plutarch's reading of the Ctesian
original indicates that the Tidpa and the €<piTnreios rrlXos were two separate objects.

A felt saddle-cloth could have fallen off, but since it was fastened round the horse's
chest with a wide strap, and perhaps there were also straps under the horse's belly and
under the tail,36 it would not have slipped off easily. The Persian saddle-cloth was

29 FGrH 688 F 26 = Plu. Art. 14; Perrin (n. 2), 159 (modified).
30 FGrH 688 F 26 = Plu. Art. 15; Perrin (n. 2), 161 (modified).
31 Ibid.
32 LSJ9. At p. 1404 under niXos a translation of 'felt cloth' used for horse-cloths is suggested.

The only example listed is Plut. Art. 11. At p. 745, under e<f>iTrmos, where 'for putting on a horse'
is the suggested translation, Plut. Art. 11 is the only example cited in combination with TTIXOS;
Perrin (n. 2), 151. These words do not occur either individually or combined elsewhere in the
Ctesian fragments. See also item no. 2 of R. Kreis-von Schaewen's article on the iriAos, RE XX,
2 (Stuttgart, 1950), 1330-3.

33 LSJ9 p. 745; OLD p. 612 'ephippium -ii—a cloth on which the rider of a horse sits'.
34 A search of the TLG confirms the range of meanings for TTZXOS, with by far the most

common meaning being 'cap' (e.g. Hdt. 3.12, 7.61, 7.92, Theoc. Id. 21.13); Ath. 11.503B =
Antiph. Fr. 108 (PCG), 368.

35 Hdt. 3.12 and 7.61; cf. Hecat. FGrH 1 F 284.
36 B. Goldman, 'The Persian saddle blanket', Studia Iranica 13 (1984), 7-18, at 9; and see, for

instance, J. Boardman (ed.), CAH—Plates to Volume IV, new edn (Cambridge, 1988), pi. 67 of a
bronze horseman from the fifth to fourth centuries B.C.
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large, covering the whole of the horse's back. It is hard to see how Cyrus could have
bled onto it so profusely that it became full of blood in the short time before he fell off.

Xenophon refers to Persian saddle-cloths as Kaoas ... rovoot TOU? i<f>nnrwvs and
uses the words i<f>iTnriov and e-noxov for saddle-cloths generally. Photius epitomizes
Agatharchides' comment that Ptolemy II gave to Greek mercenaries he had recruited
and to their horses 'equipment made of felt (oroXas . . . mXr/rds), which they in that
land call Kaoas, that conceal the whole body except the eyes'.37

The i^imreios -niXos was full of blood (ai^aros TrepcTrXaos). Cyrus' wound was a
devastating blow. Possibly the temporal artery was severed, leading to the loss of a
large amount of blood. The main injury, though, appears to have been the rupturing
of the frontal branch of the middle meningeal artery, an important artery running
through a thin bone casing at the temple. Blood would, as described, gush out
(sKJiaXovTos)- There would also be haemorrhaging into the space between the outer-
most membrane of the brain and the skull. Ctesias describes Cyrus as being dizzy and
stunned, and says that he fell from his horse. He was having difficulty recovering from
the blow. Some eunuchs tried to put him on another horse, but he was unable to ride.
They supported him as he tried to walk. He was drowsy and reeling. In a study of
twenty-nine consecutive cases of acute extradural haematoma, it was found that
twenty-five of the twenty-nine showed a deterioration in the level of consciousness,
and only eleven had a lucid interval before the onset of clinical signs of brain injury.
The haematoma which formed compressed the brain 'with alarming suddenness' and
led very quickly to dizziness, loss of balance, and death. This modern research
suggests that Ctesias has accurately recorded Cyrus' symptoms.38 Ctesias goes on to
say that Cyrus was subsequently struck in the back of the knee by a Caunian and died
after hitting his wounded temple on a stone, but from his earlier description, this does
not appear to have been the actual cause of death.39

Xenophon describes the armour for the Persian horses at Cunaxa as npoixeTcoTrloia
('frontlets' for the forehead) and irpoorepvibia (coverings for the horses' chests) {An.
1.8.6-7). He does not refer to any sort of TTLXOS which, as a keen horseman, he would
almost certainly have noticed and commented upon. Somewhere in his other works he
would also have evaluated its usefulness. Cyrus' horse may have been equipped
differently from the other horses, but again I think Xenophon would have said so. On
the other hand Ctesias, as recorded in Plutarch's Artaxerxes, does not use Xenophon's
terminology in discussing events surrounding the death of Cyrus.

A frontlet which extended over the horse's head would meet all the requirements. Of
most importance, Xenophon mentions it under the more familiar terminology. It fits
the meaning of the words i^inireios TTIXOS which Plutarch attributes to Ctesias. It is
small enough to become full of blood, as Ctesias describes, according to Plutarch's
version. It could fall off when the rider did, particularly from a horse that was rearing

37 Xen. Cyr. 8.3.6, cf. 8.3.7 and 8, Eq. 7.5, 12.8,12.9, Eq. Mag. 8.4; Phot. Bibl. 250,445b; S. M.
Burstein suggests that Agatharchides is referring to Aithiopia when he says ol Kara TIJV x^Pav

fKeivr)v, but since he has just mentioned that Ptolemy recruited mercenaries in Greece, I think
Agatharchides must mean Greece (Agatharchides of Cnidus [London, 1989], 52, n. 3).

38 G. J. Romanes (reviser), Cunningham's Manual of Practical Anatomy, volume 3: Head and
Neck and Brain (London, 196713), 63 says of the middle meningeal artery: 'This is a small but
important artery, because its frontal branch is the commonest source of extradural haemorrhage,
and it lies adjacent to the motor area of the brain, which may be compressed by such a collection
of blood'; W. B. Irby, 'Concomitant injuries—diagnosis and concepts of treatment', in id. (ed.),
Facial Trauma and Concomitant Problems (Saint Louis, 1974), 72-120 at 89; W. Lewin, The
Management of Head Injuries (London, 1966), 84.

39 FGrH6SS F 20 = Plu. Art. 11.
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and hard to control, as Cyrus' horse Pasacas is said to have been. In a military context,
the word niXos makes one think immediately of something worn on the head.40

The position would fit the description of Cyrus' wound. Cyrus was not knocked off
Pasacas by the force of Mithridates' blow. It was the effects of the rupturing of the
frontal branch of the middle meningeal artery that caused him to become stunned and
giddy. In this scenario, one might hypothesize that Cyrus slumped forward, bleeding
profusely onto the horse's head, before falling, perhaps dragging the horse's frontlet
off as he fell.

Similar frontlets have been found on a sixth-century B.C. chariot model from
Cyprus, which fell under Persian domination in the latter part of the sixth century. As
yet there is nothing explicit in representations of Persian armour which matches the
horse armour attributed by Xenophon and later by Curtius Rufus to Persian cavalry.41

SUMMARY

Plutarch's excerpt of Ctesias' version of the death of Cyrus makes fascinating
reading. Although Ctesias has an unenviable reputation among scholars from anti-
quity onwards for fabrication and self-promotion, his description of the effects of
trauma to the temple match well the clinical signs listed in a modern study of such
injuries. Since he was a doctor from a family of doctors, this is not surprising, but it
does suggest that his account here can be relied upon.

It is possible that the i<j>i7nrews nlXos was a saddle-cloth, as it is usually translated.
However, a frontlet would appear to be a more satisfactory translation in view of the
meaning of the words individually, the nature of Cyrus' injury, and the effects it would
have had upon him.

In this paper I have attempted to demonstrate that Xenophon was not working in a
vacuum when he wrote his Anabasis. He was influenced by earlier authors, contem-
porary authors, and by stories that were circulating through Persian and Greek society
at the time. His portrayal of events surrounding the death of Cyrus, and Cyrus'
wounding in particular, show that Xenophon carefully crafted his material. He
selected his words with skill, kept the image of Cyrus before us by commenting in
different ways upon the relationship of others to him, and attempted to explain the
reasons for Cyrus' actions (even when he could not have known them).

He has taken the opportunity to make a philosophical comment upon the loyalty of
an attendant and the lack of virtue of a king. Primarily, however, Xenophon's account
is a dramatic and deliberate rebuttal of the eye-witness version recorded by Ctesias
and what appears to have been the Persian court tradition which was later written
down by Deinon.42
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40 FGrH6$S F 19 = Plu. Art. 9, cf. n. 34 above.
41 J. Boardman (ed.), CAH~Plates to Volume III, new edn (Cambridge, 1984), pi. 217; Curt.

3.11.15.
41 I am most grateful to Professor Brian Bosworth of the University of Western Australia for

his suggestions for improvement of earlier drafts of this paper. The anonymous referee and the
editor have made detailed and constructive comments which were extremely helpful, and I thank
them for their suggestions.
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